The Olympia Collection
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The Olympia
Everything you could want from a Repose chair and more.
The Olympia comes as standard with:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our luxurious and top of the range pocket sprung seat cushion
Full length arm caps to protect and enhance the life of your chair
A loop and pocket for your handset controls
A safety device to lower the chair in the event of a power cut
Durable castors
A two-year warranty.

Featured Fabric: Caledonian Stone
www.reposefurniture.com
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Size Options
Use our simple guides to choose the size, style and rise recliner mechanism that is right for you.
Choose from our range of sizes:

Super Petite
Size
Super Petite

Petite

Wide Petite

Standard

Classic

Grande

Tall

Weight Limit
15 stone

Seat Height

Seat Width

Seat Depth

Back Height

Arm Height

16"

18"

18"

26"

6"

Petite

15 stone

16"

18"

20"

26"

6"

Wide Petite

20 stone

16"

22"

18"

26"

6"

Standard

20 stone

18"

20"

20"

26"

7"

Classic

20 stone

19"

20"

20"

27"

7"

Grande

20 stone

19"

22"

20"

27"

7"

Tall

20 stone

21"

20"

22"

29"

7"

Chair Styles
Choose from one of our three styles:

Our popular waterfall back
with three tiered soft cushions.
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Our classically designed button back.

Our split lumbar back.

Fabric shown:
Terrazza - Ter1871
Inner/ Ter1882 Outer
www.reposefurniture.com

Fabric shown:
Terrazza - Ter1871 Inner/ Ter1882 Outer

Seating Movements
Our mechanisms provide a unique range of sitting and recline positions, making sure you can find
the perfect positions to enjoy relaxing and resting in your chair. The additional rise movements
provide you with a little extra help to stand and walk comfortably away from your chair. More
information and clips showing these mechanisms in action are available on our website.
Choose from two rise and recline mechanisms.
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Single Motor Tilt in Space
The Single Motor Tilt in Space mechanism allows the leg rest to rise, slightly changing the seat angle,
but always ensuring that a constant back angle of 90º is maintained as the chair moves through to recline.

Full Rise

Static Position

Semi Recline

Footrest horizontal

Fully Reclined

Standard Dual Motor
The two motors allow the back rest to move independently of the leg rest enabling a wide range of relaxing
positions, from sitting upright and raising the leg rest to relieve tired legs to a fully reclined resting position.

Full Rise

Static Position

Independent Back Rest

Footrest Horizontal

Fully Reclined

www.reposefurniture.com
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Luxury Pocket Sprung Cushion
Included as standard on the Olympia Collection it
provides the ultimate comfort at the heart of your chair,
designed with individual high tensile steel coil springs
in individual pockets, which give consistent support
throughout the life of the chair and lasting shape to the
seat cushion.
Pocket sprung is not standard on our complementary
furniture.
Included as standard are
full length arm caps on
recliner chairs.
Arm caps are an upgrade
on complementary
furniture.

Complementary Furniture
The Olympia collection also includes a two-seat sofa, three-seat sofa, a static chair and footstool.

Size Guide
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Weight Limit

Seat Height

Seat Width

Seat Depth

Back Height

Arm Height

Static Chair

20 stone

19"

20"

20"

27"

7"

Two Seat Sofa

20 stone

19"

40"

20"

27"

7"

Three Seat Sofa

20 stone

19"

60"

20"

27"

7"

www.reposefurniture.com

Fabrics
The Olympia comes in a range of attractive fabrics,
please ask your supplier to show you our fabric samples.
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Comfort Accessories
It is the small details that can make all the
difference to the enjoyment of your rise
recliner chair, we provide a wide range of
accessories to help you make the most of
your new rise recliner.
Relaxor heat and massage system*

The Relaxor helps soothe tired and
aching muscles with gentle vibration
and warmth. A separate handset
controls different vibration zones built
into the chair to massage upper back,
lower back, upper and lower thighs
and calves. Choose your own intensity
and speed of each of the pairs of pads.
The heat pad in the bottom lumbar of
the back cushion completes the
relaxing process, exactly what is
needed at the end of the day.
Please note: It is recommended
that you consult a healthcare
professional or doctor if you suffer
with a medical condition or have any
medical device fitted (e.g. pacemaker)
before purchasing this system.

Heat only system

This system comes with two heat modules, one fitted into the seat of
the chair and the other in a loose cushion heat pad that you can use
behind your back, on your lap or to one side. The pads are controlled
separately with an easy to use handset which has two temperature
settings. The heat only system costs as low as 1p an hour offering an
economic way of providing a little more warmth on cold days.
* Not fitted as standard when Heat & massage has been chosen to be fitted.
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Reading lamp
This built-in lamp brings the light to where
it is most needed and can be set at three
brightness levels.
Additional covers for high wear areas
Head cover
Seat cover

Additional head cushions
Head roll
Head pillow
Glides
Choose glides as an alternative to castors where the
chair will be placed on wood or laminate floors.
Accupak rechargeable battery system
* Not compatible when Reading Lamp has been selected.

Warranty

Further details on all accessories can be found on our website.

All the featured furniture comes with a two-year Repose warranty.
There is an option to upgrade to our Comprehensive Five-Year Care Plan.
Comprehensive Five-Year Care Plan
Ask your supplier for details of our unique Five-Year Care Plan with many
more benefits than a standard warranty as it provides:

Comprehensive
Five-Year Care Plan

✓ Comprehensive cover for structural and accidental damage
✓ Stain removal and repair at no extra cost to you
✓ One call for advice and service
✓ National network of professional technicians
✓ Original value replacements
www.reposefurniture.com
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The Olympia Collection

Tel: 0844 7766 001*
Fax: 0844 7766 002*
Email: info@reposefurniture.com
*Calls cost 7p a minute plus your network’s access charge.

Registered Company Number: 03727157 © Copyright 2022
Repose Furniture Ltd reserves the right to modify
or change the specification without prior notification.
For terms and conditions of sale and, or, agreement please
refer to your supplier.
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This brochure is produced as a guide only and colours are
accurate only as far as printing tolerances allow.
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